A collection of contexts (C 1 , . . . , C n ), interlinked by bridge rules Context C k =(kb k , br k ): abstraction for knowledge based systems core notions: knowledge base kb k , bridge rules br k , accept. belief set hosts, e.g., default logic, classical logic, ASP, etc.
Semantics in terms of equilibria of form (S 1 , . . . , S n ): i.e., a belief set S k for each context C k which is compliant with applicable bridge rules.
E.g., we get three equilibria for M ({a}, {b}, {c, d, ¬e}, {¬f , g}) ({¬a}, {b}, {¬c, ¬d, e}, {¬f , g}) ({¬a}, {¬b}, {¬c, ¬d, e}, {f , ¬g}) 
DMCS System Overview
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Decomposition of Multi-Context Systems
Optimization of MCS evaluation using a decomposition into the biconnected components of the topology:
cut redundant paths in topology: transitive reduction and ear decomposition localize projected query variables to the minimum: forget belief sets of contexts below a cut vertex Adapted evaluation strategy using query plans: DMCSOPT 
Experimental Results
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